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We are on the 
web… 

www.bisboca.org 

Our Falls are back in time for Fall! 

The electrical issues that have plagued the falls at the Boca Isles South      

entrance have been corrected.  We hope you are enjoying the sight and 

sound of the water falls as you venture past them.   

We were experiencing a drop in voltage delivered to the pumps at the falls.  

To correct this we installed “boost” transformers on each unit.  This allows us 

to better regulate the voltage, thus greatly reducing the probability of the 

pumps overheating. 

As you may have noticed, the pond near the guardhouse has suffered some 

damage.  The higher levels of groundwater caused by all the rain these past 

few months caused too much pressure on the bottom of the structure.  The 

pressure created cracks in the concrete.  Repair options are currently being 

reviewed.  We anticipate having the area looking its best by the time the    

Holiday Lights are placed. 

Repairs are underway on the lake overflow structure.  A thirty foot section of 

pipe is being replaced.  The new structure is scheduled to be in place by the 

end of October.  If you live on the mitigation lake please watch your mailbox 

and emails for notices involving construction and sprinkler regulations. 

 

   Please join us in welcoming 

our new mail carrier, Lloyd.  

Our former carrier, Phil was 

moved to a new route.  Lloyd 

will be happy to assist you 

with your postal needs.   

The United States Post Office 

Branch serving our community 

has relocated to 11419 W Palmetto Park Rd.   

This facility is west of 441 on Palmetto. 
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Home Improvement 
Please remember that an ACC Application must be presented for any 

work done on the outside of your residence.  When planning to have 

work done allow time for the approval process.  This may take up to 30 

days depending on the project.  Don’t forget the Application Fee of $10. 

As we come out of the rainy season next month it will be time to once again check out your roof 

and driveway.  If you did not pressure clean them in the Spring then now is the time to get this 

done - before your Holiday Decorations go up.  You are also responsible for cleaning your side-

walks and the gutters along the street.  A package deal on all four of these will most likely save 

you money.  If you are into do-it-yourself - you can rent a pressure cleaner from Ace Hardware 

on 441 and Yamato.  While you have the pressure cleaner consider sprucing up your mailbox 

(black ones only).  This will remove the dirt and chipped paint allowing a clean surface to paint.  

If you are in need of hinges or replacement numbers, they are available in the management Of-

fice.  Hinges are $15 while numbers for both sides of the mailbox are $20.  If your white mail-

box is damaged it must be replace with the newer black metal model.  The Beautiful Mailbox 

Company will supply and install your new mailbox.  800-856-6983 

Inspection Focus 

Is your home in need of painting?   

A good paint job on the exterior of your home is very   
important to protecting your asset.  As the paint    

layers wear away the elements have more             
opportunity to penetrate the seal possibly causing 

damage.  Sometimes the sprinklers will leave a rust 
stain on the side of your home.  These stains must be removed.  This can 
be done using a rust removing product available from the hardware store.   

Don’t forget to check your trim and gutters - is the wood 
in good condition and are the gutters fastened securely?   

If you intend to paint, please remember that you MUST 
fill out an ACC Application for approval - even if your are 

painting the same color. 

 

Thank you for your assistance in keeping  

Boca Isles South a beautiful place to live. 
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Butcher & Butcher Construction has 

been in business for over 30 years, 

providing superior roofing services 

around the country. Based in Metro Detroit, B&B provides superior workmanship in 

both the commercial and residential roofing markets. While the bulk of its business 

is in south eastern  Michigan, B&B also maintains offices in northern Michigan and 

right here in Pompano Beach. B&B made the move to Florida several years ago after 

being awarded the contract to re-roof the Fountainebleau Hotel in Miami. Despite 

having never installed a roof in a hurricane zone, B&B's credentials spoke for them-

selves. B&B has racked up the highest honors in the commercial roofing industry, in-

cluding Firestone Master Contractor and Inner Circle of Quality, annual inclusion on 

RSI magazine's "Top 100" list, and RSI's Contractor of the Year. Due to the massive 

scope of the project, B&B had several long-time employees make a permanent move 

to the area. The quality that B&B brought to Florida led to several  other projects, 

which eventually led to the creation of a permanent presence in Florida. Besides 

commercial roofing, B&B is nationally recognized as one of the finest specialty    

roofing contractors in the country. Whether it is tile, slate, copper, or cedar, B&B's 

meticulous attention to detail and superior workmanship leads to a finished product 

of unsurpassed quality. Our massive portfolio of satisfied clients speaks to the truth 

of our motto - "committed to the finest workmanship in the industry."    

 -Patrick Butcher Jr.  
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PHYS-ED FITNESS TRAINING 

“GET FIT/STAY FIT” 

BURN CALORIES, GET TONE, INCREASE STRENGTH, 

STAY FIT 

 

Over 10 years of training experience 

NSCA certified and fully insured 

45 minute or 1 hour sessions 

1-on-1, tandem or small group training 

Call Ed NOW to in the best shape of 

(954) 701-1688 

Safety & Security 

We are experiencing a greater number of traffic violations within Boca Isles South.  Residents’ 

and guests’ lack of regard for posted traffic laws has become one of our biggest issues.  We 

have experienced several “near misses” at the intersection near the guard 

house.  With the safety of our residents in mind, we will be issuing violations 

for failure to stop at posted signs and excessive speed.  There will be an im-

mediate $25 fee for each violation.   

Recently the residential gate arm has been knocked off several times.  This is 

usually caused by someone trying to rush through the gate or “piggy backing” 

on a resident.  If you notice someone following you into the com-

munity please alert the guard either by stopping and drawing at-

tention to the act, if you have time, or by calling the guard and re-

porting the time you entered and as much about the car following 

you as you can provide. 

Most crimes in BIS are crimes of “opportunity”.   Take away 

their chance to steal!  Keep your doors, garage doors 

closed and valuables out of sight!  Don’t give someone the 

chance for a snatch and grab.  Keep cars in your garage.  

Report ANY suspicious activity to the guardhouse immediately.  Program their num-

ber into all of your phones—561-477-7236. 

Halloween Safety 

Please drive slowly through the        

community during Halloween Activities.  

Watch for small children trick-or-

treating.  Report any acts of mischief 

immediately to the guardhouse. 
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Overcoming Conflict, Anger, and Bullying through Active Listening,  

and Better Communication, Can Make a Difference in Your Life 

Effectively dealing with conflict, resolving disagreements peacefully, having your own personal anger 

management plan and adhering to it, and utilizing effective communication skills like active listening, I-

Statements, paraphrasing, clarifying, and compromise, are all essential life skills that are unfortunately 

absent in most peoples’ skill bank. We are speaking about dealing with bullies, a rampant divorce rate 

eclipsing 50% per marriage according to the most recent statistics, parent and family conflicts, on the 

job disagreements, and family issues involving in-laws, relatives, new families,  changing relatives, and 

other societal situations like the social media revolution, that heretofore were never even previously dis-

cussed.  

Initially, the most paramount vehicle and key cog in effective communication is active listening. In active 

listening, the effective use of positive body language, physical spacing, voice tone, paraphrasing, clarify-

ing, and eye contact, are all cogent keys to a successful two way interchange. Furthermore, if you hope-

fully respect yourself, therefore you can respect others is another imperative concept. If you love and 

respect yourself and your family, there is no urgent necessity to respond to negative comments or 

words. Compromise is needed in allowing for a win/win possible outcome by discussing both viewpoints. 

Attack the problem, not each other. Resolve the present issues, and do not reconstruct and overly re-

hash the past, since it will cloud and further muddle the eventual successful mediation.  

In mediation, both parties are allowed an opportunity to vent appropriately without negativity. After 

paraphrasing, clarifying and positive body language, both sides can present their expected desired out-

comes with respect. Then, the use of I-Statements becomes an essential tool in the process. An example 

of an I- Statement is entailed in the following: stating the person’s name; telling them your feelings 

briefly; and presenting your desired outcome, all in a positive respectful manner, without yelling, and 

profanity. Is it a panacea, and does it work in all cases? The answer is an obvious no, but if the people 

in conflict have any motivation to resolve their dispute swiftly, amicably, and peacefully, it is a sure 

thing. That is the reason mediation is required for all divorcing couples in Miami-Dade and Broward 

Counties and strongly recommended in Palm Beach County. You might question why mediate during and 

even after a divorce? The response is children and their needs, visiting rights, property, and overall civil-

ity when dealing with assets. The same concepts are applied to families, siblings, parent-teachers, the 

workplace, road rage, cyber bullying, social interaction, and most of all, in schools. All sides must be em-

powered, but compromise, win/win, and negotiation for the good of all con-

cerned (especially existing children in family conflicts), is the cornerstone of 

the process. 
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Having an individualized anger management plan is also important for all people of all ages. The anger 

management plan coincides with stress management, as many concepts and ideas may overlap. Some 

of the initial anger management ideas may include: counting to ten; withdrawing from the conflict; talk-

ing to yourself; talking to a friend; doing vigorous exercise; shouting out loud; listening and dancing to 

music; meditating; doing tai-chi; drawing; writing; and others too numerous to mention. Whatever 

works for you personally is your own personal panacea. 

I-Statements, active listening, adult and peer mediation interventions with signed contracts between 

disputants are necessary in all schools to curtail and hopefully halt bullying. Consequences for every ac-

tion must be explained to all in writing, including the legal ramifications of cyber bullying. Violent re-

sponses can only provide power to the bully or the gossip monger. Why ruin your life by utilizing illegal 

and violent revenge as a motive. However, the problem must be attacked sensibly and dealt with in a 

proactive, diligent, and decisive manner, not ignored. It is most important for all parents, teachers, and 

school administrators especially, to vigorously follow-up immediately any perceived bullying or even 

veiled threats. Parents must demand immediate intervention by school personnel when they suspect 

even a hint of bullying or cyber bullying. Schools should establish peer mediation programs to infuse 

the skills and concepts throughout the school and even across the curriculum. 

The importance of practically infusing many of the previously delineated skills in our lifestyle, is exacer-

bated by our expanding diverse multi cultural society. Unfortunately, we often forget that we are a na-

tion of immigrants, and a salad bowl of ethnic and religious amalgamations. What is unfortunately over-

looked, is the common ground and specific links and similarities of all cultures and religions. Music, 

dress, dance, sports, religions (especially the major world religions), food, family, rituals, education, 

and much more are inextricably linked and shared with only minor differences. We all must embrace 

and respect ourselves and each other’s cultures, while closely scrutinizing and building upon the simi-

larities, rather than magnifying and augmenting the differences. 

 In summation, active listening and mediation skills are essential and practical for all adults in all as-

pects of life. Improved communication and interpersonal skills are noteworthy and cogent attributes 

necessary for successful career and life evolvement, from job interactions, to building and nurturing 

constructive family and friendship relationships. Unresolved conflict can lead to violence and other dan-

gerous ramifications. Reiterating, by utilizing active listening and mediation skills, we can at least inter-

vene in, and significantly deter and curtail the vicious cycle of violence, that is deleteriously affecting 

our families, schools, country, and the world. The consequences of apathy and reactive rather than pro-

active change are unacceptable and dire. We must reeducate ourselves, our families, and our children 

on the correct, most viable and effective means of conflict resolution through active listening, open re-

spectful communication, and mediation. 

Dr. Michael Kesselman, Florida Supreme Court Certified Family Mediator;  
PhD in Educational Leadership, Curriculum and Instruction K-12 
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Boca Isles South Email List 

Join our e-blast list to receive important updates from Boca Isles South 
and surrounding areas. 

 

Email Terrie at BISManager@HotwireMail.net to be added. 

Information will not be shared, for BIS use only. 

Landscape Logic 

Fall is the time to plant annuals for a beautifully colorful yard. 

This is also the time for weed and feed.  This will nourish your lawn through the cooler dryer months. 

Palm Trees may be in need of attention.  Fruit should have already been cut off the trees - co-

conuts and berries.  To improve the health of the palm tress it is good to deep feed them twice 

a year.  Fertilizer “sticks” can be found at Lowe’s and Ace.  It is important that they be placed 

in the ground in a circular format about 5 to 6 feet from the base of the tree to best feed the 

roots.  Water heavily following fertilization.  

Watering Schedules posted by the South Florida Water Management District are outlines 

below.  As the temperatures cool off lawns may only need to be watered two of the three 

allotted days. 

  Residents and businesses with an odd-numbered street address may water lawns and landscapes 

 on Mondays, Wednesdays and/or Saturdays, only before 10 a.m. OR after 4 p.m. 

   Residents and businesses with an even-numbered street address may water lawns and landscapes 

 on Tuesdays, Thursdays and/or Sundays, only before 10 a.m. OR after 4 p.m. 

Many of our residents are still battling White Fly in their ficus hedges.  If you notice your hedge dropping 

its leaves or you have gotten a letter from the Association - your hedge may be infested with White Fly.  

Treatment is sold at Lowe’s and Ace.  Once treated the hedge needs heavy water and should be trimmed 

down to allow the new growth to fill in the existing area.   

If your hedge needs to be replaced, there are many options, try to avoid the use of ficus again.  Contact 

the Management Office or check out the BIS Website for options. 

A new plague to our area is the White Rot Fungus.  This fungus can attack most hardwood palms.  Some 

warning signs are the discoloration and wilting of all the leaves except the spear leaf and the appearance 

of a white irregular to circular mass on the trunk.  The spores from this mass can travel in the breeze and 

attack other hardwoods.  Details on identifying this disease and treatment are still being researched.  If 

you believe you may have a tree(s) that is infected, please contact a professional. 
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Annette’s Swim 

Annette Fuller 
American Red Cross Water Safety Instructor 

For more info, For more info,   

CallCall  

305305--905905--88888888  
 

 

 

annettesswimschool@gmail.com 
               Facebook: Annette’s Swim School 

 

-“No Pressure” swim lessons 

- Ages 6 months and up 

- Private & Group lessons available 

- Part of the WorldWorld  AquaticAquatic  BabiesBabies  &&  ChildrenChildren  NetworkNetwork  

- Boca Isles South Resident 

- Learn to minimize risks both in & out of the water 

-Se Habla Español 
 

    

Hurricane PreparationsHurricane PreparationsHurricane PreparationsHurricane Preparations    
    

We got lucky with the relatively light impact from Isaac.  Let’s not forget that we are in the peak of our 
hurricane season from mid-September through late October.   

To remain pro-active you should take a serious walk around the exterior of your home.  Look at items 
on the ground that might become airborne and make note to move them to a more secure location if 
anther storm is threatening.  Look UP - are there any tree branches touching your roof?  These can 
cause damage to your roof during a storm.  Coconuts and other fruit must be removed from trees.  
These have the potential to become “missiles” in the high winds causing damage to not only your   
property but that of your neighbors.  Pick up those parts you needed for your hurricane shutters and 
make sure to lubricate them if you didn't get this done before Isaac. 

Take a few minutes now to gather your important documents.  You may consider scanning them onto 
your computer for safe keeping.  Purchase nonperishable items to avoid the rush—flashlights and    
batteries, water, first aid supplies and medications.  If a storm is predicted, fill your car with gas and 
confirm you have cash on hand in the event power is out for an extended period. 

Please stay informed and follow directions provided by local authorities.  For 
detailed preparation instructions check out the Palm Beach County       
Emergency Management website at www.pbcdem.org.   

Sign up for our community emergency emails to receive important 
updates in the event of a storm.   

Email your request to bismanager@hotwiremail.org. 
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The Beacon Cheapskate             by Stan Newman 

Welcome back, penny pinchers. 

You may have heard that Florida-based Bank Atlantic (currently with 78 branches) has been 
bought by the much-larger BB&T, which has nearly 2,000 branches.  This merger takes effect 
on October 15th. 

If you have one or more Bank Atlantic accounts, you should have received by now a packet of 
info from Bank Atlantic that explains how the merger affects those accounts.   I’m speaking 
from experience, since I received my packet a couple of weeks ago. 

Those packets aren’t all that easy to read, since the info lists the changes in all types of       
accounts, regardless of what accounts you may have.  Although the bank’s computers are  
certainly smart enough to have provided each customer with customized information, it de-
cided not to spend the few extra cents per person for that bit of customer-friendliness. 

Mergers have become commonplace in the banking industry in recent years, and they are   
almost never good news for consumers.  So I wasn’t surprised at all to discover that my      
low-balance no-fee Bank Atlantic checking account was going to be converted to a BB&T     
account that I would have to pay about $100 a year for the “privilege” of having.  And you can 
guess whether or not my fee-free Bank Atlantic safety deposit box is going to remain fee-free 
under BB&T. 

I don’t know what BB&T stands for, but maybe it’s “Big Bank, and (if you don’t like it,) 
TOUGH!” 

Well, I don’t like it, and so I said “Tough!” to BB&T, and I’ve already closed my Bank Atlantic 
account and switched to another local bank.  More on the switch later. 

If you haven’t already done so, it’s really important to your financial health that you read 
through your Bank Atlantic info carefully, so you can be absolutely sure that you want to stay 
with the bank and pay its “new and improved” fees.  Or, make the customer-service people 
earn their salary and explain the particulars of your accounts to you.  The Bank Atlantic    
number is 800-741-1700, and the BB&T number is 888-822-6634.  Chances are you’re not   
going to like the changes to your accounts either. 

Although I know it’s a hassle to change banks, if you’d like to consider a change, there is at 
least one bank with local branches that still has fee-free checking account (with just a $100 
minimum balance), and that is TD Bank, which opened a branch in the Mission Bay shopping 

center just a few months ago, with whom I am now doing    
business with instead.  Though TD Bank is a pretty big banking 
chain, based on my experience with them so far, they really do 
deliver on their “hassle-free” reputation.  For info by phone on 
opening a TD Bank account, call 888-751-9000. 
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Local Events 

Mizner Park Amphitheater 

October 12 -  Free Movie in the Park - Mr. Smith Goes to Washington 

October 21 - Bonnie Raitt in Concert 

October 27 - Breast Cancer Walk 

November 17-18 - Art Festival 

For More Information and Future Events Check out the City of Boca Raton Website 

www.ci.boca-raton.fl.us 

Halloween Haunts 

Shriek Week at Sugar Sand Park, October 24 - 27 

Free Trick or Treat Trail, Scary Film Festival, Haunted House 

Monster Mash at The Swim Center, October 27  11 am to 1 pm 

Face Painting and Trick or Treating for 6 and over 

Trick’Em Treat’Em Costume Party, Patch Reef Park, October 26 

10 am to noon, ages 2 - 5 

Bring your little ones by the Clubhouse for a treat on Halloween - all day 

 

 

Did you Know? 

The City has completed the installation of the red light cameras at six intersections in the City. Citations for 
red light violations will be issued beginning April 14, and warnings will be issued prior 

to that date. The intersections that have red light camera installations are:  

Glades Road at NW 15th Ave. 

Glades Road at St. Andrews 

Federal at 20th Street 

Military Trail and Spanish River Blvd. 

Congress Ave. at Clint Moore Road 

Glades Road at NW 2nd Ave. 
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Are you experiencing problems with your Hotwire Service? 

Please remember to contact Hotwire to report any problems.  If you do not receive a 

timely response to your request, then email the BIS Management Office with the de-

tails of your issue and dates/times you contacted  

Hotwire Customer Service. 

 

Your Hotwire  Representative will be available to answer your questions and address 

       your concerns in the Clubhouse,  

       Tuesdays from 11am to 1pm.    

                                                                       

      If you are experiencing problems with  

           your service - call Hotwire immediately at  

Boca Isles South Beacon Fall 2012 Issue 

Community Gatherings 

Our Labor Day Party was enjoyed by many.  There was great food and  a variety of music for all ages.  

As usual, our younger residents entertained us with song and dance covering the music of Adele, Carly 

Rae, Gepsom and Taylor Swift.  We were also treated to a chorus line production of “New York, New 

York” that would have made Mr. Sinatra proud!  Thanks to all of you that made this a success! 

We would like your input on future events. 

What type of party would you most likely attend? 

* Children’s Parties * Holiday Themed *  

* Grown-up Only Events * 

Pease email  your suggestions to: 

BISManager@Hotwiremail.net 


